
Learning objectives 

To label objects 
● I can describe objects using labels 

● I can match objects to groups 

● I can identify the label for a group of 

objects 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wJbzJV_Q5c


Key vocabulary 

Object, label, group, search, image 

Preparation 

Subject knowledge: 
 
You will need to be aware that the term ‘object’ is 
used to describe anything that can be labelled with 
properties, eg animals, pencils, or trees. When talking 
about objects, they are named to make it easier for 
humans to know what other humans are talking about, 
eg ‘tree’. The name may change depending on context 
(sometimes ‘tree’ is enough, but sometimes ‘oak tree’ 
may be required), but it is always a property that an 
object can be labelled with. A label is a property used 
to describe an object, eg ‘green’. This is the data that is 
collected about the object.  
 
You will need an understanding that computers are 
not intelligent. Although they may seem like they are 
able to complete tasks autonomously, they are using 
input from humans, for example, searching for images 
that have been labelled by a person, or ‘counting’ data 
that has been grouped by people.  

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Search.aspx?q=stop+the+clock+-+o%27clock+and+half+past&p=1
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Search.aspx?q=stop+the+clock+-+o%27clock+and+half+past&p=1
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Search.aspx?q=stop+the+clock+-+o%27clock+and+half+past&p=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LFAopjonuAo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LFAopjonuAo




Challenge children to move in 

narrow ways. 

TP : Can they walk, slither; form 

narrow balances on shoulders 

and in prone positions which are 

long and thin? Can they log roll 

and jump in pencil shapes? Can 

they create a sequence of 

narrow movements? 

Get children performing this task 

well to model and encourage their 

peers to comment on their peer's 

work and to magpie ideas 

Challenge children to create a 

sequence of narrpw movements at 

different levels. 

Ask then to try and put together a 

series of 6 moves which can be 3 

moves repeated or 6 different 

moves. Give plenty of time to 

practise and then get 1/2 the class 

to observe the other half with each 

child having one person to observe 

and to peer assess. Remind 

children observing to watch 

carefully for 2 things they like and 

one things that their partner might 

be able to improve on. Swap over 

and repeat and then give children 

time to act upon the feedback, to 

What do you know about Jewish 
people? Find out some facts and write 
them down. What book do they read 
instead of the Bible? Where do they 
worship? What else can you find out 

about people who are Jewish? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Up0-x1CQB8E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Up0-x1CQB8E


refine their sequences and to 

perform. 

Film some of the children’s work 

to support your judgements on 

children’s ability to be physically 

confident and get children to 

self assess against their ability to 

form a sequence of long shapes 

whilst in balance, motion and 

flight. 

 


